PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

DATE_________ NAME_____________________
CLASS_____
▲06 Bisque

LIAISON STAMP:

SECOND/GLAZE FIRING: PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE KILN FOR YOUR PIECE:

▲06 Bisque
▲06 Bisque
▲06 Bisque

▲10 HIGH FIRE GLAZE
▲10 HIGH FIRE GLAZE
▲10 HIGH FIRE GLAZE

▲6 GLAZE
▲6 GLAZE
▲6 GLAZE

▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE
▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE
▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE

▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE
▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE
▲04 LOW FIRE GLAZE

▲014 LUSTER/ OVERGLAZE
▲014 LUSTER/ OVERGLAZE
▲014 LUSTER/ OVERGLAZE

EARTHENWARE CAN ONLY BE FIRED TO CONE 04

LIAISON STAMP:

LIAISON STAMP:

LIAISON STAMP:

$_____________ ____________________ $_____________ ____________________ $_____________ ____________________